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Abstraci:

Experimental investigat'Dn on integEted wickhss heat pipe for sohr water heating

Ahmed Jabbar Hasan and Mohammed Hasan Abood

An integrated shape whkless heat pipe (WHP) inserted in flat plate solar collector {FPSC) is buik and tested experimertafiy
by a solar simuhtbn usirE habgen projectors. The WHP made of copper with multi evapordtor tubs ard sirqle horizortal
condenser tube. ft was tested for variorE evaporator diameter with distilhd water as working fruki of ffll ratios.(40, 60, and
80) % and (450, 650, and 850) Wlm2 inpt heat flux to the solar cofiector at (30, 50, 70, and 90)o inclined angles.
Resuks show that evaporator tempemture and heat transfer coefficients are increase with inBjt heat flux whih thermal
resbtance decreases. Fill ratb have the direct effect on WHP perbrrnance and collector efficbrrcy.

FullText

tuchive I

Title: A study of diumal soil temperature and mobture contert changes in concrete pipe containers wfth lime tree phnting after
watering; A field experiment

Usavadee TlJntiwaranuruk, Worasitti Sriboon ard Wirote Kmpuoo

Thb ftsld €xperlrnent afned to study soil temperature and rrpbture content changEs at soil surface and at 5 dffFerent soil
layers for kne trees wth diumal waterhg, The experiment was conducted h a certain lime orchard in Siracha dbtrict of
Chonburi ushg lime trees aged 1aild 2 years planted separately in concrete pipe containers 80 cm in diameterand 40 cm
h tleight. The study revealed that the diumal avemge soil temperature at the surhce hvel of both containers varied
according to sohr radiation. The average soil temperature in the whole container with the l-year-oH tree was found to be
0,81 qA aM 1.18 o/o h'Eher than that in the container with the 2 -year-old lime tree, with and without diumal watering,
respectively. The avemge soil moisture content in the whole cortainer with the l-year-old lime tree was found to be
2.640/0 afi 2.260/o higlFr than that in the container with the z-year-ou lime tree wth and wthout diurnal watering,
respectively. After watering, the mobture content at soil surface in both containers increased significantly rrhile that in
deeper layers increased slphtly, and gmdually decreased in al soil layers. The ambient environment was found to have no
lmpact on soll molsture content varhtlon, ThE showed that dlumal waterlng not only added water volure into the soll, but
it abo helped in monitoring sutable soil temperature for lime tree growing for longer periods than when there was no
waterlE, The findings can be trsed as basic data for bfl,owing soil temperature and mobture content variation with diumal
watering to monitor approprhte temperature range for optimum growth of lime tr€es in cor€rete Hpe containers.

Publication Artho, 1.1,
Fee

Abstract:

Full Text

T:tle: An approach for imdementauon and optimaation of algorithms for Drowsiness Detect'nn

Author (s): T O. Ejidokun, I K yesutu and E. Buraimoh

Abstract! Thb study proposed a ftamework for a typical Drowsiness Detectbn System (DDS) with a view of achieving a dynamic
ofiimization of computer visirn tasks {or signlficart irnproved performance, The study used a parallel solut'ron approach to

. split compr.rtatbnal task in to a number of different functbns which b handled by processors. Furthermore, algorithmic
functions wtEre priorithed in order to enable sequentbl processing of data and abo speciry the approprk te order to whkh
task are executed. Parameter and criterions of evaluatbn were established so as to proviJe a comprehensive qualtative
assessment of implemented techniques.

FLdl Tex

Title:

Author (s):

Abctractr

Assessmert of characteristics of varbus self-compacting concrete and normal concrete at green aM hardened state

Yuvaraj L. Bhirud and lcshav K. Sangle

Self compacting corrcrete consolllates under its own weight and do rpt requires any extemal gfforts. As mk composition
ofselfcompacting corrcrete is different than normal vhrated conerete, the characterbtbs at fresh and hardened state are
differert. Three mkes of powder type self compacting concrete with varirble binder, one rhk of vbcosity modiryhg agert
type self compectirq concrete and one rprmal vhrated concrete mkes with identi:al water to binder ratb are studbd and
compared, At green state, the po$rder type self compactirts concrete with higher binder content found to be more stable.
Compressive strength increasing with increases h biftder cortert. Tensile strength enhances wlth increase in compressive
strength while ratb oftensile strength to compressive strength ratio found to be decreasing with increase in compressive
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Full Text

Title: Exergy and energy analysb of photovokak thermal (P\aD with and without fins collector

Author (s): Muhammad zohn, Sap.u.al Hadisaputra and Ahmad Fltdholi

Abotract: Photovohak-thermal (PV[ b hybrlC or a combination of photovoltak panels (PV) and solar thermal collectors that can
produce electricity and thermal energy simultaneously. tr thb study, the PW based on air collector system wfrh and
without fins collector has been conducted with theoretlcal analysb. The mass flow rate varied in rdnges of 0.01-0.05 kg/s,
and the radiathn intensity of 600 Wm2 and 800 W/m2.To devebp predictive model, a mathematical model was
constructed for PVT system with and without collectors, Energy balance equation has been solved by using the matrix
inversion methodr The PVT system \.{fth fins collector is hbher efficiency then without fins collector The ircreasing of PVT
system effuiency with fins collector b 7olo and efficiency exergy b 1olo.

FullText

Title: Development of portable linear positioning table for drilling machine

Author (s)r Norhriza BintiAb Wahab, AMul Fattah Bh Abd Rahim. Abd lftahar Bin Nordin, Basri Bn Bilin and Mohd. Azimin Bin lbmhim

Abstract: Drilling operdtioh is an operation whkh produces holes by bringing a rotating cutter into contact with the workpiece. Drilling
operation b comrnonfi done in drill press, however some of the time; it b done on milb or lathes. Hobing parts to be
drilled is one of major problems ftced by the studerts. If the materiiil has many holes to be drilled, then the procedure
adopted is by marking out with a certer punch, setting on the machine (Drill Press Machine), and hoHing the $rorkpbce.
Thb b time consuming and dangerous as the students need to hold the materhl they throughout the drilfing process. Thb
project presents an innovative linear sliding table to ease the operator during drilling process. In addition, the clamping
system will abo be provided for better rigidity and less movement of the workpiece during the drilfrp process. Sorne
toggle clamps are fixed on the table to hold the position of the paft securely from moving throughout the machining cycle.
Furthermore, this project focuses on the execution of the drflling process in one single chmping, A simple ard economic
design is proposed,

Full'lbxt

rltb:

Author (s):

Abstracl:

Non-Newtonian effects of bad carryirp capacity and frktional force using Rabinowitsch FluiJ on the performance of inclined
mutFstepped composite bearing

Nbha and Sundarammal l(esavan

The theoretical investigation on differert type of non-Newtonian fluil called as Rabinowitsch Flull on the steady
characterbtks of inclined muki stepped composite bearings has been analyzed, Here the modifud Reynolds's cbsed form
expressions are ohained using MATLAB Eerative method. The performance characteristics of different bearirps such as
phne inclined Slider, composite tapered land; stepped bear;ng and composite tapered concave bearings are estabbhed
using the expressions. According to tlle resuts, the influerres of Rabinowitsch fluil on the bearing characteristics provide
an influence in the pressure and therefore r.rhich will lead to hcrease in bad carrying capacity,

Full Text

Titb: Experimental investigation on Chan y impact response of kenaf bast fibre reinforced metal hminate system

Author (s)l D. sivakumar, s. l(athiravan, L. F. Ng, M. B. Ali, M. Z. Sehmat, sivaraos and B. omar

Abstrad! Natural fibre trilgers the researcheds interest due to its advantage over synthetic fibres as it b inexpensive and eco-
frbndly. The objectives of thb study is to investigate the effect of fibre lengith, loading and chemical treatment of kenaf
bast fibre reinforced polypropylene metal laminate under Charpy impact bading. The kenaf bast fibre loading of sowto/o,
60wto/o and 70wto/o, fibre length of 3 cm, 6 cm and 9 cm aM chemical treatment of 0olo and 5olo NaOH are consilered.
Aluminium,5052-0 b employed as the skin forthe composites h this research. The composite and FML were fabricated
using hot compression moulding method. Specimens were extracted fom the prepared FML paneb using water jet cutter
and tested in accordance to ASTM E-23 using INSTRON CEAST 9050 pendulum impact tester. The results show that the
alkaline treated kenaf fibre with fibre loading 70wto/o and length 9 cm absorbed the highest impact energD, at 157.04
kJlm2 compared to other fibre metal laminate compositions.

EulLText

Tith: Long -term load forecasting of power systems using Artificial Neural Network and ANFIS

Author (s): Naji Ammar, Marizan sulaiman and Ahmad Fateh Mohamad Nor

Abstract: toad brecasting b very important for phnning and operation in power system energy management, E reinforces the
energy efficiency and reliability of power systems. Prouems of power systems are tough to solve because power systems
are huge comphx graphically, widery dbtributed and influenced by many unexpected events, ft has taken into consideration
the various demographic ftctors fike weather, climate, and varhtbn of load demands. In thb paper, Artifichl Neurdl
Network (ANN) and Adafiive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) modeb were used to analyse data collection
obtained ftom the Metrobgkal Department of Mahyskr. The data sets cover a seven-year period (2009- 2016) on
monthly basis. The ANN and ANFIS were used for long-term load furecasting. The performance evaluations of both modeb
that were executed by showing that the results foTANFIS prodtrced much more atcumte results compared to ANN model.
ft also strdied tfte effecB of weather variables such as temperature, humidity, wind speed, rainfall, actual load and previous
bad on load forecasting, The simulatbn was carried out in the environment of MATIAB software. .

Full Text

Titl€: Pitch and yaw angle control design in solar panel system using PSO-Fuzzy method

Author (s): Irnam Abadiand lGrina Aryanti Permatasari
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Abstract:

:

lcrRecertly, Indonesh has seen an increase in its ovemll energy consumption. While the current supply b still meeting the
demand, one may wonder how to address the rdpid growth ofthe the needs ofthe country overall, Aftematjve sources of
energy that have been developed in the world such as sohr energy are a great opportunity for Indonesi:l ard ils important
population. Ofcourse, the development ofsuch utilties need a good technologbal and engineering approach, One way to
utilize ahemative sources 'E by making sobr panel system with cortrolling two degrees freedom for pitch and yaw angle.
To buiH a sohr panel system, DC motors parameters, LDR data retrieval sensor, and panel data collectbn are required,
Solar tracking system b designed by 3 controllers whkh are PID controlle[ Fvzy legb and PSO-FrEzy, Thb research b
using MATLAB/S*{ULINK as a simuhtor by applying difierent total membership tunctions, which are 3 and 5 for Fuzzy logic
control and PSO-Ftzzy, From the research performed, it couH be deduced that the sohr panel system has been designed
and simulated using PSO-Fuzzy control mode wth the input error angle and delta error of elevation angle b from -1800 to
180oand azimuth angle is from -3600 to 3600. Moreoyet the output of fuzzy in the form of pWM DC Motor b ftom -255
to 255. Build upon all the PID Controfler, Fuzzy Logi Controller, aM PSO-Fuzzy based on the performance index that
responding; basically the designed system b able to work well. The ofiimum result gained fi'om PSO-Fuzzy by looking at
its performarre index for pitch angle arc 15o, 30o, 45owfrh maximum overshoot (Mp) = 0olo, Oolo, Oo/oj settling time (ts)
-- 2L.95 seconds, 21.95 Seconds, 23.86 seconds; Enor Steady State (ESS) = 0.001o/o, 0.001%,0.00077o. and for the
yaw angle 30o, 600, 90o, and the maximum overshoot (Mp) = 0olo, Oo/o, Ooh; settling time (ts) = 38.18 seconds, 41.52
seconds.43.47 seconds; Error Steady State (ESS) = O.B0goh,0.005o/o,0.003o/o.
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Abetract:

Experimentalstudy the influence of temperature and time houing partitioning variation on quenching parttioning steel IIS
S45C process above the marten ste temperature start

Wahyu Wilrnarko and Muhammad Hafidh

Heat treatment is one of the ways to fx the mechanical properties of a materhl, The principle of heat treatment on steel b
the austenite phase's transformation irto another form. quenching process and partitioning are heat treatment processes
to increase the amount of retained austenite h room temperature to obtain steet as a result fom strong, hard yet tough
heat treatment. In thb experimental study, there will be quenching process and partitioning on steel iIS S45C. The heat
treatment process for quenching and partitioning are conducted on steel IIS S45C with heating process untit
austenitization temperature which b 900oC with 4 hours of hoHing time. The process continued wth immershg the
specimen into a salt bath at quenching temperature whkh b 230oC for 10 seconds. After querrching, the specimen
immersed into the sat bath at partitbning temperzlture varied which are 350oC, 375oC,400oC and 425oC with immersion
time abo varied for 10 secords, 100 seconds and 1000 seconds. The cooling medh at paftitbning temperatwe is water
After heat treatmert; the specirnen will be tested to dbcover the changies that happen to the mechanical properties and
micro structure, Those tests are tensile test, metallography test and hardness test. In this experimental study. the result
shows that there is an increase in strength, hardness and toughness in the mkro structure of steel IIS S45C which b
followed by the ductilily reduction on the steel.

Full Text

Titb: Dark soliton generation using CMOS ring oscilhor

Author (s): M. Easwaran and R. Ganapathy

Abatractr Ehctrkal soliton find wile uses in ultm-sharp pube generation, nonlinear communication schemes in electronics, sharp
pube tormation and edge sharpening tor hiTh speed metmbgy in addition to hilh fi'eguency generatbn through Nonlinear
Tmnsmbsbn Une (NLTL). L th-s paper a novel rnethod of electrhal soliton pulse generatbn using CMOS ring oscillator b
expbred. The key elements of the ring Oscilhtors are CMOS inverters, in whkh feedback ts provkled by a voltage divlier
bbsing circuit. Furttrcr, by varying the feedback voltage, sofiton fequerEy and shape analysb b done.

EulLTelc

Title: Adsorption of PB on thiol modified magnetk mesoporous silka

Author {s)! Bryan Hubert, Yoko Sethwan, Felycia Edy soetaredjo and sandy Budi Hartono

Abstrad! We report the synttrcsb of thiol modified magnetic mesopomus silka lor the removal of Pb. Large pore mesoporous silica
materiab (FDU-12) were first modifud with iron oxiCe by using wet impregnation method. The material were grated with
thiol moieties and named SH-MMS (Thiol modified mesoporous salka). SH-MMS had the highest adsorption capacry
compared to unmodified MS. The adsorption capacity was 286, I mg/g.The optimum pH was at 6, and saturauon
temperature was 2 hours. The adsorption kinetk of Pb on SH-MMS was best described by Pseudo Second Order The
botherm adsorpsi can be descrbed using Langmuir equat'lon,

FUU Tex

Title: Spectroscopic study of (TiO2)1-x(CuO)x phsma generated by Nd: YAG hser

Author (s)! Sabah N. Mazhir

Abatractr Laser-induced (Tio2)1-x(Cuo)x phsma. whkh b produced by hser A pube of Nd: YAG laser b supplied for dumtion 10 ns
produce phsma ftom a planar (li02)1-x(CuO)x sample phced in a vacuum having a pressure of 10-3mban The
temperature of the phsma electrons b calcuhte by the Boltzmann plot methodology ftom of Ti and Cu embsion lines of
sirgly ionized, and the density of tf|e pbsma ehctron b cakulated with the use of Stark brodened profiles. As well as the
electron temperature is calculated withln the values of (0.699 - 0.781) eV and the density of electron b measured in the
values of(34.7x1018 - 50.5x1018) cm-3.

Full Text

Titb: Improved quality of aluminum casting crafts products thrDugh impRived electroplating

Author (s): sri Harmanto, Ampah Khoryanton, Ahmad Supiyadi and M. Abdul Kodir r

Abstract: Small and Medium Enterprbes (SMES) in luwana Pati, Central lava has been contributing greatly to the economy in
In&rEsla, One of SME products in the form of handicrdft ftom aluminum castirEE, Product marketing covers major citles
in Indonesia and ASEAN, such as Thailand, Malaysia, and Sluapore as tourist destinations, both dornestic and foreign
tourbts. However, the quaky of handkraft products b still low to cause the product b less preferred by consumers. The
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main probhm faced in producing thb aluminum casting craft b to have a low hardness level of 59 HRB, and less attractive
colors, The purpose of thb research b to improve the quality of aluminum casting crafts products through the
improvement of metal coating process, especially irrreasing hardness so as to increase the amount of export. The applied
method b to analyze the effect of nickel and copper coating current on hardness, and to analyze the effect of coating time
on nickel and nickel + copper on hardness. The result can be that the hardness can be increased up to 2oo/o by
electroplaurE process using 5 ampere current for 10 minutes.

Eullld

Design and fabrkation of blow dolyn heat recovery system to improve energy efficiency in steam boilers of petroleum
refineries

Raheek I. lbrahim, Abdulrahim T. Humod and Najat A. Essa

Blow down water b the part of water that b purposely drained during the boiler operation to firnit the level of impurities in
boiler water to an acceptable level. So it b contains large quantity of heat energy, The aim of the present work is to
improve energy efficiency ofsteam boilers in the south refinerbs company/Al-Basrah. Thb aim has been achieved through
deslned and manufrctured of a heat exchanger consbts ofa shell and coiled tube unit to recover heat fi'om surhce blow
dowh water and reducing indirect losses. The bbw down water (hot.fiuid) b supplied to the heat exchanger at atmospheric
pressure by passing it through the she$ siCe and the fued water (cob fluki) in the coils tube skle. These were done as
counter flow. A flow control vafue b used to control the flow rate of hot bbw down water insile the heat exchanger The
experiments are done at the bbw down water and feed water flow rates ranging between (0.06-0.14) m3/h with 0.02
m3lh interval, and between (0.1-0.5) m3lh with 0.1m3/h interval, respectively. The experimental results proved the
effectiveness ofthe heat recovery system in improving the bo$ereffriency where a percentage of 83,L6o/a ofthe energy
b lost with bbri-down water that can be recovered using heat-recovery unit with an energy saving of LO34LL,8 MJ/day,
Which will save a mass of fuel equals to 482,46 tonl year. The heat recovery unit b proved to be a good solutbn for
saving energy and reducing harmful emissbns to the environment and it contributes to the maintenance of sewage pipes
fi'om damage caused by the heat of discharge water by cooling the water before dbcharging it into the sewer system.
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Abstract:

Development of an Arduino-based obstacle avoidance robotic system for an unmanned vehicle

Kolapo Suhimon Alli, Moses Oluwafemi Onibonoje, Akinola S. Oluwole, MkhaelAdegoke Ogunlade, Anthony C. Mmonyi,
OhdimejiAyamolowo and Samuel olushola Dada

The use of artonomous systems in the world to perform relevant and delicate task b fust growing. Howeve6 its
applkation in various fuHs cannot be over emphasized. Thb paper presents an obstacle detection and avoilance system
for an unmanned Lawnmower The system consbts of trryo (Infi'ared and Ultmsonic) sensors, an Arduino microcontroller
and a gear DC motor. The ultrasonic and hf'ared sensors are imphmented to detect obstacles on the robott path by
sending signab to an interfbced microcontrolbr The m'Ero-controller redirects the robot to rnove in an altemate direction
by actuating the motors in order to avoid the detected obstacle. The performance evaluation ofthe system indicates an
accuftrcy of 85o/o ard 0.15 probability of failure respectively. In conclusion, an obstacle detection circuit was successfully
implemented using infi-ared and utmsonic sensors modules which were placed at the fi'ont of the robot to thro$, both light
and sound uraves at any obstacle and when a reflection b received, a low output is sent to the Arduino microcontro[er
which interprets the output and makes the robot to stop.

Full Text
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Author (s):

Abstract:

A labordtory study of chemkal enhanced oil recovery (CEOR) in compartmentalized sandstone reservoir: A case study of
a 2-D phase macro-model reservoir

Mohammed Falalu Hamza, Zulkifli Merkan, Hassan SoleimanL Sorood ZahediAbghari, Chandra Mohan Sinnathambi aM
Stephen Karl D.

The chemical enhanced oil recovery (CEOR) in the compartmentalied sandstone reservoir (CSR) using a 2-D phase
macro-model system was frst reported in thb work. The work investigated the etrect of water flooding (brine 3.5 o/o w/v)
and anionic suriactart {AOS, 2.0 o/o y/v) as a step forward to recover oil in the CSR, In the study, a total of 4 flooding
scenarios was set for both water ard AOS chemkal floodirE using two different sand partich; sand A (< 1 mm) and B (<
2 mm), respectively. The resut indbated that pure sand B had the highest oil recovery by water ffooding (80 o/o), followed
by A:B (68 o/o), pure A (58 o/o), and B:A {49 Vo). However, after subsequent floodhg with AOS chemical when water
fboding could not further recover oil, water cut reduction and additional oil recovery (AOR) had been recorded in each
case. The AOR in pure sand A was found to be 4 o/o, with water cut reduction of 20 oh, while B was 2.7 ok {water cut L3
o/o).A:Bwas 1.5 o/o(watercut Lo/o)arfr B:Awas0.83 o/o(waterc$. lo/o). To accountfortheseincremental amountsdue
to AOS, water/oil interfachl (IFD studies were conducted. The resdt shows that, AOS had signiftantly reduced the IFT to
11.6 + 3.097 mN/m. Thb study has demonstrated that water and subGequent chemical fuoding in CSR has more effect in
the homogeneous system (sand A and B) compared to the heterogeneous system (A:B and B:A), Nevertheless,
approximately, more than 50 o/o of oil in phce had been displaced in a[ fuoding scenarbs. Therefore, thb finding is a step
forward towards und€rstaMing the EOR in the CSR systems whth would be useful in the body of scientift literature to
benefit researchers fi'om both academia and oil industry.
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Abstract:

Development of portable magnetic clamping for bthe machine

Nortariza BintiAb Wbhab, Afferry Bin MoM. Sahh, AM Khahar Bin Nordin, Nor huzi Bh Tamin and Mohd. Azimin Bin
Ibrahim

Chrrk b a devir used to chmp any material that operates with the tuming of the machine and it b connected to the
headstock spindle of the hthe. However, the limitation b that the thkkness of the workpiece must not be less than the
area of clamping on the chuck, In thb a new magnetic clampilrg for attaching aM detachlng the workFiece on the chrck
and b able to chmp small and thin workpieces is developed. The chuck b made by using miH steel and has a few
intercepts with bmss. Magnetk mechanbm b phced in the chuck. Several cutting process€s'were done with the
convectbnal chuck and the magnetk clamping on a different thickness of workpiece, Next, all the workpieces were tested
with seveml parameters on specimen and perform surface roughress testinb to compare and final2e the effectiveness of
the magnetic clampirE. From the obtained result, the use of the magnetk clamping produces m0ch better result of surhce
roughness on thin workritre, Thus. using magnetic chmping as the clamping method for thin workpiece b much effective
in tuming machine.

Full Text
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Titb: Performance evaluation of spatial filters using full-reference image quafty metrhs

Author (s): palwinder Singh and Leena lail.t

Abstract: The de-nobing of digtal lTages b cnrchl Seprocessing step before moving toward image segtnertation, representation
and object recognition. ft b impoftant to frrd out efhcacy of fiter for different nobe modeb because filtering operdtion b
app$cation oriented task and performance varbs according to type of nobe present in imagies. A comparative study has
made to eluciJate the behavbr of different spatial fitering techniques under dlfferent noise modeb. In thb paper difierent
types of mbes like Gaussian noise, Speckle nobe, Salt & Pepper mise are applied on grayscale standard image of Lenna
and rcing spathl ffltering techniques the values of ftil reference based image quality metrhs are found and compared in

tabuhr and graphkal form. The outcome of compamtive study shows that Lee, lfuan aM Anbotropic Diffusion Filter
worked well for Speckle nobe, the Salt and pepper noise has significantly redtrced using Medhn and AWME, and the Mean
flter and Wiener filter wod(s immensely efficient for reducing Gausshn noise.

Full Text

Titb: Optimal lasertreatment parameters of AA 6061-0 Aluminum alby '.

Author (s)l Waleed AFAshtari and Zahraa Abdulsattar

Abatract: Laser surhce metinq (LSM) b a material treatmert process based on using the laser beam as a heat source in order to
modlry the mechanical properties of the materbl surface. In thb article, the optimal parameters of LSM process for AA
6061-0 Aluminum b investigated using design of experiment approach. Experiments show that the most effective
parameters on LSM process which give maximal hardening to the Aluminum are laser power and pube duration. Different
power magnitudes (4, 4.5 and 5) kW hav€ been applied with different for ptrlse durations (3, 4 and 5) ms in order to
ilentiry the optimal parameters of the LSM. Minitab software was rced to determine the optimal parameters of LSM
process which they are fDund to be 4.5 kW hser power wth 3ms pube duration.

Full Text

fith: Performance evaluation of flukl fuw in a straight pipe of heat excharper

Author (s): NurulAmira Bnti Zainal, Iskandar Bin Waini, Ezzatd hrhain Binti Azmi and Muhammad Shahril Bin Ahmad

Abstract: Heat exchanger is an important device in all thermal systems. tr b wilely used equipment in nurnemus industries such as
process control, petrohum refnring, chemkal industry heat recovery systems and much more. Energy and materialsaving
consideratbns as well as environmental challenges in the industry nowadays have stimubted the demand for hbh
efficiency ofthe heat exchanger To improve the efflciency ofthe heat exchanger, heat transfer performance enhancement
in the heat exchanger must be consilered. This study is canied out to investigate and examirE the flull flow in a strailht
ptse heat exchangerwith thermal designing and analysed by using Solid Works software, Three different materhls of the
h€at exchanqer are used which are copper, stainless steel and brass to bentiry the best materhl of a straight pipe heat
exchanger The heat excharEer b set to be oiFwater heat exchanger model. The ftrid flow properties in the dpe of heat
exchanger are sknulatd with computer?ed simuhtbn to recognize the best materlal of heat exchanger There are two
parameters that take into conskleratbn in thb study whhh are temperature and pressure dbtributbns. Through the
simulatbn resuts, copper shows the most efficient heat trarsfer compared to stainless steel and brass. Thb implies that,
copper b the most effic-tent heat conducting and it can be conc[:ded that the effects of different materi.rl and fluil flow in
the pipe and in the cylinder of a strailfrt pipe heat exchanger do enhance the perbrmance of the heat exchanger The
analysis of the findngs of thb study is preserted in this paper

fulLfe$

Titb: Frictbnaleffect in Pacemaker lead cable due to coupled contact mode

Author (s): G. Raja and B. K Gnanavel

Abotract: A pacemaker b a devke which conducts electrical impulses from pube generator to heart muscle when the heart beat b
abnormal, Thb electrhal impulse are conducted to heart muscle by means of lead cables whkh numbers one to three to
treat the heart probhm, The lead cables are consHered as muki-layered cable assembly with 1+6+12 helical wires and a
straight cylindrical core. These assemblies can be made by three modes of contact in a simple straight strand. The first
mode is a core-wire contact where ttrc wires in the layer are in contact with the core only. In the second mode, ttE v{ires
in the layer are in contact among themsefues ard not with the core, In the third mode, there b a coupled contact among
the core and all the wires. There is no $terature handled the had cabb assembly with either the core-wire contact or the
wire-wire contact or tfle toupled contact. An attempt b made in this paper, to model the lead cable strand wlth a couphd
core-wire and wire-wire contact and dedrce its equatbns of equilibrium, The nurnerical analyses of cable strdnd force,
twbting moment, strand stiffr,ess, contact force, and contact stress are carried out based on the theory of thin rods.
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Abstract:

Severity of dowrtime hfluence factors impacting naval ship operatbnal availability - a five-stage Delphi consensus
procedure with snowbaling technique

AFShafiq Bn Abdul Wahid, Mohd. Zamani, Sunarsih, Mohd. Najb Elin AHul Ghani Yoffnmid, Mohamad Abu Ubaidah Amir
Abu Zarim, Aisha Brtt AMulhh and Nur Hananibt Ahmad Azlan

Operational availability of naval ship, which reflects the number of days they are available for operational taskhg in a year,

b a complex pmblem, The number of days the ship6 are able to spend h an area of opemtions reveab the sustainabilty of
the naval force in showing of presence and deterrent capability. There have been numerots litemtures on calculathg
downtime through Mean Tme between Faifure (MTBF) and Mean Tirne to Repair (MTIR) to ohain availability value;
however there have been limited literatures frinpointing to the rDot cause of the various downtime, called Downtime
Influence Factors (DIF) for naval vesseb. The limited lfteratures on DIFs ofnaval vesseb are furtheriestricted in the sttrdy
of a shrgle factor such as obolescence or spares avaiklbility, or two or three factors at most, whibt in reality the DIFs

encompasses a wile range of human and equipment related factors that most researchers haye not attempted to study.
The siiuation is furthei complicated by bsues of equipment and component .redundancles as well as possible

interdependencbs between each DlFs. The current research uses a five-stage sequenthl mbdifud Delphi approach irrcluding

rbk analysb and snowballing technhue to klentiry, valilate and mnk the severty of a[ DIFS from two sets of experts in

naval ship maintemnce cortracts. The study revealed 15 severe DIFS involving human and equipment rehted fuctors
imFctins naval ship avaihbilty. The resuft complemented and vafidated the findings of prev'r]us study by the authors
involving 30 experts. The resuhs enabh the navies and supportirg krdustries to focus on pinpointed areas of concem to
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enable them to increase the operational availabilities oftheir shbs in the fieet,

Full Text

Titb: Optimzing the vertical handoff decbion making algorithm

Author (6): S, Nandakumar, T. veknurugan, V Noor Mohammed and P. Sasikumar

Abstract: Thb article focuses on improving the verti:al handover scheme in the heterogeneous networks. There are three main
steps involved kr thb process which are: Handover necessity estimation, Handover target sebctbn and Handover
triggering condtbn estimation, The frst step heF6 rc in firding out whether a handover b necessary to the other access
point, the second one heFs in fuding out the best suited candilates for the handover process. Third step helps us in
triggering the handover process at the correct momert. 4G networks are expected to improve the communication
process by improving speed and servicqs offered by proviler, Thb method is designed so as to reduce the handoverfailure
and the qnnecessary handovers. Along with thb it b abo supposed to enhance user satbfaction by invofuing user in
decbbn making.
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Abstracl:

Numerical and experimental analyses of the flow around a rotating circuhr cylinder at subcritkal regime of Reynolds
number ushts k-e and k-to-SSTturbulent modeb

A. M. Mgalli, A.'S. Mohd. Rafie, K. A. Ahmad, R Zal]6n, M. F. AMul Hamid and O. F. Marz uki

An experimertal investigation was conducted of a rotathg ckcuhr cylinder immersed in a ftee-stream flow. The study was
motivated by some apparent dbcrepancies between experimental and numerkal studies ofthe fluij flow, and the general
hck of experimental data, particubrly in the subcritical Reynolds number regime. Of interest was the direction and origin of
the Hft force generated on the cylinder, which has been the subject of contrddttory resu*s in the literature, and for whkh
measurements have rarely been repofted. The circular cylinder was t€sted at 3 different free stream speeds 11, 13, and
15 m /s. The dimensionhss speed ratb and ReynoHs number (Re) abo mnged fi'om I = 0.6 - 1.1, and 1.50E05 -
2.L48A5, respectively. Verification of the experimental was achieved through using of comMational fluid dynamks (CFD)
code ANSYS FLUENT15 to simulate a two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressiHe lluil past a rotating cylinder subject
to a circular motion. Indeed, gril hdependency test (GID as well as the effect ofdomain size, have been conducted and a
suitable agreement was found based on comparison of the CFD and experimental fluil dynamics (EFD) results, where a
good agreement with experimental data in gbbal quantities is predkted through generating of a fine mesh enhanced with
choosing of y+ valt.rc less than 1. In the next step, the attention has been focused on comparing between the simuhtion
resuts of k-e, and k-to-SST vbcous modeb, to determine the most compatible model h using CFD code with the EFD
resuts h certaln mentbned condition, Generaly, simulation results of eah of mentioned two equatlons turbulent modeb
show simihr patterns as compared to EFD. A comparison of the resufts showed tha! the margin of eror in lift force
coefficient was arrarged ftom 39 - 60 o/o and LO - !4Vo for k-e, and k-ro-SSl respectively, which surprises the shear
stress transport turbulent model as rnore compatble vbcous model, The correspondence b seen to be excellent for
anafizing the characteristk of fluiJ flow around the rotating objects in subcritical regime of Re,

Full Text

Titbi Effective texture feature model for chssification of mammogram images

Author (s): K. RaJendra Pmsad and M. suleman Baslia

Abstract; Breast cancer detection is an emerging need in mammography and it help6 for radiobgbt for examining the stagEs of
breast carEer detection. Mammogram classification b attem*ed in thb paper using well-known support vector
classificatbn method, Mammogrdm classification folows three key steps, whkh are feature image enhancement, texture
feature extraction, and chssification. Thb Fper pres€nts the experimental resuhs of rnammogram chssification for
denronstrdt'mg the effciency of SVM with underlying mechanisms of texture methods and t suggest the best combination
of SVM and texture method to radiobgbt for better medical dhgnosb of breast cancer detection,

fulLText

Titlc: Muki-criterb decbbn making for smaUmedium nuchar desalinatbn site selection: EgyS case study

Author (s): Ghada A. Al Bazedi, Mohamed H. sorour, shadia R. Twefik, Abdelghani M. G. Ahlkpur and Mayyada M. H. El-sayed

Abstract: Construction of nrchar desalination plarts requires the assessment of several siti.lg criterh taking into consideration
technical and environmental aspects, Thb paper ijentifies criteria for siting smalymedium nuclear-powered desalination
plarts, A selection ranking matrk was formulated where the proposed siting areas were assigned scores pertinent to each
weighed sel€ction criterion. The proposed areas were then statbthally evaluated based on thek we(7hed scores using
Wihoxon s[ned-rank method for a conceffual case sfidy in ESyfi (as a typical developing courtry) to ilentiry prbrity
areas for implementing smalymedium rx.rhar-powered desalinatbn plants.

Fullli2xt

Titb: A compact UWB micro strip patch antenna using coplanar wave guiCe feeding br bb medical appllcations

Asthor (3): K. Raj Kamal and covardhani Irnmadi

Abstract: A compact antenna for ultra wue rdnge applications b proposed using coplanar wave guile feedirp. The dimensions of the
proposed model are 25 x 25 x 1.6 mm3, The enharEed trequency range of 2.8-13.59 GHz is obtained as per retum loss
crterbn by htroducing the staircase model. The voltage wave standing rafio b less than 2 overthe entire bandwiJth. The
resonant fi'equencies oftained are 3.2 GHz,5.8 GHz, 9.7 GHz, and 12.6 GHz. h addition to the ultra wide band mnge of
3.1-10.6 GHz as per FCC reguhtions, the antenna b also opemtable h X-band rang€ ard the bartial rirnge of l(J band
ftom 12-13.59 GHz. The proffered antenna b suitable for applications of UWB like medical imaging, RADAR imaging,
trdcking, measurements and communications. (
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Title: Construction of regular quasi cyclk-bw derEity parity ctpck codes fi'om cyclic codes

Author (s): Bouchaib Aylai, Mostafa Belkasmi, sall Nouh and Hamid Zouaki

Abetra.tr l-ow Density.Parity Check Codes (LDPC) b a class of linear eror-correcting codes which have shown ability to approach or
even to reach the capacity of the transmission channel. Thb class of code approaches asymfiotically the fundamental limit
of information theory more than the Turbo Convokrtbnal codes, ft's ileal for long distance transmission satellite, mobile
communicatlons and t's abo used in storag€ systems. In thb paper, a new method for corstructing quasi-cyclic low
density parity-check (QC-LDPC) codes derived from cycli,c codes b preserted. The proposed method reduces the incilence
vectors, by eliminating the coqiugates lines in parity-check matrix of the'derived cyclic code to construct circulant shifting
sub-matrkes. In the end, thb method produces a large chss of regular LDPC codes of quasi-cycfc structure having very
bw density, h$h coding rates and Tannergraphs which have no short cycles with girth of at hast 6, Performance with
computer simulatbns are also shown in thb work for some constructd codes.

Full Text

Title: Self-dedoyment in wireless sensor networks using Ant Colony Optimization method

Author (s)! Anudeep Reddy, ShankarT ,Lavnya N,, Mageshvaran R. and Venkataraman Mdhhh-Nakarajan

Abstract: Viable organization of the sensor nodes in Wireless sensor system E the most hnportant purpose of worry as the
performance and llfetlme of any system relies on upon it. Wfth tne propelled research, the sensor nodes could
automaticalv defloy all alone (Self-organ2ation) using some of the exbting techniques. Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPSR) b one of the location based routing technhue whkh helps the small, cheap and resource constGined
nodes to rende'r the routirE function without the need of complex calculations and gigantic amount of memory space
during the procedure of self-deployment and thereby creating amazing transmbsion of the required data. In any case, now
and again t neglects to dbcover a route ftom the source to a destlnation or ln other words dbcover a route that b longer
than the shortest path. In thb paper, we propose a self- deployment plan utilizing the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) that
assurance data conveyance and discover a route very close to the kjeal route regardless ofthe possibility that the system
contains nodes wth different transmlssbn ranges and enhance ttrc lifetime of sensor nodes. The execution of the
proposed strategy b assessed utilie.ing deby, throughput, energy and delivery ratio of the informatbn packets. The self-
depbyment scheme utflizing ACO demonstrates an improvement in energy and throughpnt by 3.74o/o and 4,45o/o
respectively than the GPSR method.

FullTo(

Tith: Influence of melting unit type on the properties of mildh-carbon cast steel

Author (s): Deev V. 8., Prusov E. S., Vdovin K. N., Bazlova I A. and Temlyantsev M. V.

Abstract: Infr..rcnce of the emdoyed type of the mefting unit on the qualty of the cast mitldle-carbon steel has been considered in
the article. tr has been found out that the ehctric arc heating of the mdt in a dlrect current fumace albws obtaining a
h(trher level of mechanical and technological properties by contrast with the induction fumace melting. Analysb of the
electromagnetic forces acting on melts during electric arc meking has shown that the vibrational pressure produced
herewith effectively acts on the melt volume elements and homogenizes it in composition, The resufts of the work can find
applicatbn in the production of castings fiom mijdle-carbon steeb under conditbns of the machine-building production.

Full Text

Title: Performance evafuation of reversfole Vedc multiplier

Author (s)3 Gowthami p. and R V. S. satyanarayana

Abatract: Multipliers are one of the builJing Hocks of several comp*atbnal units. The speed of the computatbnal units b determined
by the speed of the mufti$brs. To increase the speed of compr{atbnal units, fuster multipliers should be utilized, The Vedh
mukiplier is one such solution, which b capable of performirg the qukker multidbations. h Vedb mathematics Urdhva
Tiryakbhayam sutra discards the non essenthl steps in muftiplkation process whkh in tum increases the speed of a
multiplien In this work, the performance of the Urdhva 1-iryakbhayam Vedic muhiplier is improved by redrcing the Number
of gates, Garbage outputs, Quantum cost and TRLIC,

Full Text

Title: Carotenoik preservation during steribatbn of pakn fruit using microwave lnadhtion

Author (s): Maya Sarah

Abstrad: CarotenolJs are one among valuable nutrients in oil palm ftuit. The facts carotenolls are vuhemble to heat were irdicated
by lower carotenoils concentration in palm oil after sterilzation process. Sterilization of oil palm usuaHy conducted at
temperature above 150oC at which carotenoids degraded fom 4000 ppm to 700 ppm. To retain carotenoils, sterilization
of oil palm fi'uit shouH be conducted at bw temperature. Microwave irradkition offers flexibility in arranging heat level and. irradi.rtion time for sterflization prccess as compared to thermal sterilization. Thb study aims to evaluate combination of
time and temperature for mkrowave sterifzation and devebp safety margin that deactivate lipase and at the same time
retain carotenoids. To determine safety margin for carotenoiJs content, an analysis on relationship between D-value and
temperdture was corducted for lipase inactivation process and carotenoils degradatbn. The D-values of lipase were
determined ftom lipase inactivation at variorE power hveb, sample's size of oil palm ftuit and irradhtion time. Microwave
oven that connected with thermocouple, data logger and computer was used to determine D-value, The safety margin for
thb process was developed fi'om D-value curve of both lbase and carotenoids, Areas under intersection between two
curves represent combination of time and temperature for irradiation process, This time and temperature combination at
the intersection points offering maximum and minimum level of carotenoiJs contbnt in palm oil product, tr was concluded
that sterilization of oil palm fruits by microwave irradiation may occur at bw temperature (bebw 60oC) and require longer
irradiation time (more than 20 min). Thb microwave sterilization process can deactivate lipase and also retain carotenoils
in pahn oil.
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Title! Cipher secret image using Hyffi Vbual Cryfiography
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Author (s): Reem Ibrahim Hasan and Huda Adfl AbduBhafoor

Abctract: AttackeE always try to break ciphers whether this cipher is image or text in order to rea6h the required data due to thb
fuct new methods of ciphering are always presenting. Thb paper dbcusses a new method employed a chaos system to
shuffle image pkeb and bbcks according to Amold Cat Map (ACM). The proposed method employed Visual cryptography
(VC) as well in order to cover the encrypted image. These concepts are consilered as the best techniques used to
implement an eficbnt vvay to secure images via the interrEt. This paper includes several statbtical attacking and
qualification measurements to evaluate the proposed system and its performance. The resrit of the proposed system
obtained with a minimum computationaltime, storage space and qualifud.recovered image.

Full Text

Trth: Fetal movements recording system using accelerometer sensor

Author (s): Nor D'nna zakaria, Paubon Eberechukwu Numan ard Malarvili Balakrishnan

Abstract: One of the compelling challerEes hr modem obatetrics b the montoring fetal welbeing. Physichns are gmdually becoming
coghEant of the relatbnship bef,ween fetal activity movement, welfare, and ftrture devebpmental progress. Previous
works have devebped few accelerometer-based systems to tackb.issues related with ultrasound measurement, provbion
of remote slpport and self-managed monitoring of fetal movement during pregnancy. Though, many research questions
on the oFtlTlal setup in terms of body-wom accelerometers as weu as signal processing and machine leamirE technhues
used to detect fetal movement are still open. In thb work, a new fetal movernent system recorder has been proposed,

The proposed system has sk accelerometer sensors aM ARDUINO microcontroller The device whkh b interfaced with
MATTAB signal process tool has been designed to record, dbpby and store relevant sets of fetal rrpvements. The sensors
are to be tbced on the maternal abdornen to record and process physical sbnals originating ftom the fetal, Comparbon of
data recorded ftom fetal movements with ultrasound and matemal perceFtion techniq-e gave the following resuts. An

accuGtcy of 59,78o/o,85,87olo and 97,83oh was achieved ushg the maternal perception technhue, fetal movements
recording system, and ultrasound respectively. The fildings shows that the proposed fetal movements recording system
has a better accuracy rate than matemal perceptbn technique, and can be compared with ultrasound,

FullText

Titte: Surface cmck growth in a solkl cylinder under combined cyclic bending-torsbn bading

Author (s)r D. Chandra, l, purbohksono aM y. Nukman

Ab6tract3 Here, we present fatigue crack growth (FCG) of a surhce crack h a solll cylinder under combined cyclic torsion-bending
bad. The effective stress intensty factors were found to be fluctuated during the crack growth. When the loading mtio of
th€ maximum shearing stress over the maximum bending stress was being unity, for a given crack bngth, the crack
aspect ratios bdween 0.5 and 1 resuted in insignificant differences on the estimated htigue lives. The effect of the crdck
depth on the Higue life was found to be irBigniftant when the cmck postion was away ftom the maximum bending stress
location.
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Titb:

Author (s):

Abstrad:

Markov chah model and PSO technque for dynamic heuristk resource scheduling for system level optimization of cloud
resources

Shrabanee Swagatika, Amiya lfumar Rath and Prasant lfumar Pattnaik

Cbrrd computhg options a versatile computing inft'astructure for hrge scale processing needs efiective load equalzation
and migration of the cbud resources for rbing the energy potency and resource utilization. The instructed resource
allocation technklue considers nurnerous parameters like migration time, waiting time, QoS, resource utllizatbn etc, for
effective and economical virtualzed resource management aM allocatbn. Thb paper aims at dbpatching the computation
load to any or a[ process nodes withh the clord computing atmosphere by considering the physical empbyrnent on every
node therefore on stop bias durhg arrdrEing computatlrn resources and therefore improve the general computing
performance in a heterogeneous cloud atmosphere.

Constructing minimal Adjacent Dominating Sets in semigraphs for clustering in wireless networks

S. Saravanan, R Poovazhaki and N. R Shanker

Researchers propose Connected Dominating Set (CDS) ofgraphs in which each node in the clusterwireless network cover
vla dominatir€ rEighbors, define many domlnatlng sets slrh as strongly connected dominating sets aM weakly connected
dominating sets etc, In thb paper, we extend ttle dominative capacity of nodes such that each node dominates not only
itself and ag its adjacent neighboB completely called Adjacert Dominating Set (ADS) in sembrdphs. Furthermore, an ADS

Full Text

fitle: Enhancement techniques of IEEE 802,11 wireless bcal area network dbtributed coordination function: A review

Author (s): wan Hafiza wan Hassan,'Horace l(ng, ShabL* Atrmed and Mike Faulkner

Abstracu A wireless bcal area network (W[AN) connects at least two devkes and usually operates in unlkensed radio frequency
spectrum bands, After being introduced nearly two decades ago, the demands for WIAN deployments has continuously
increased due to their low cost and ease of instalhtbn, Each user must gEin access to the wireless channel in a controlled
manner, using the medium access control (MAC), n is based on the well-known bianary exponenthl backoff (BEB)
algorithm, which only a$ow a node to trdnsmit if the channel b unoccupied for a perbd of time consbtlng of a 

'ixed 
and

. random component, The htter is recognized as backoff time which b uniformly chosen fi'om the backoff window (known
as contention wirdow, (CW)) within the interval (0, CW). The window size begins with Cwmin and will be doubled
whenever there b a packet collbion ard automatically foreseen a retransmbsion. The absence of acknowledgment fi'ame
(ACK) from the receiver indicates a conuFted packet (collision). As the number of competing rode increases, the backofi
tilre lengthens resulted in throughput degradatbn, ft has been extensively agreed in the fiterature that the BEB aEorithm b
the key fuctor to WIAN performance degradatbn, Therefore, thb $rork preserts a comprehensive review on the
technques to improve the legEcy BEB algorithm.
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t\. 'construction algorithm to find minimal ADS in wircless networb is proposed for cluster head selection, The efficiency and
performance of the ADS construction algorithm confirm through theoretical analysb and simuhtions, This paper addresses
the behavior of the protocols in different network model in ADS based cluster network. Simulation resuk shows that DSR
and DSDV perfiorm befter in gmph and semigraph structure, whereas AODV b more adaptable in the randomly chosen
network,
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Title: Pressure transient behavior of a horizontal steam injection well in a naturally fi'actured reservoir

Author (s): Tan Trek y and Azeb D. Habte

Abotract: Naturally fi'actured reservoirs constitute maFrity of the reservoirs docurnented on earth. Tectonh activities on earth have
produced wilespread natural fractures which properties shouh be accounted for during simulation, The intrirsb properties
of naturally fi'actured reservoirs make accurate simuhtion of the reservoir challenging and still have been a topic of
dbcussion. Studying the pressure and pressure derivatives ofthe reservoir has been proven in literature to be an accurate
method for reservoir characterizatbn and reservoir evaluation, The pressure transient behavior of vertical and horzontal
productbn wek have been we[ researched and presented in Stemture but little information exbt on the pressure transient
behavior of a horizontal steam injection well in a naturally fractLqed reservoir Therefore, thb project focuses on the
pressure transbrt behavbr of a horizontal steam injection well in a naturally fi'actured reservok to accurately characterize
the reservoir Simulation studies are conducted using Computer Modelling Group (CMG) software, STARS, a thermal
recovery simulator A base rnodel of a horizontal steam injection well in a dual porosity reservok b constructed and the
pressure transient behavior b studied through parameter variation. Results show that we can obeewe a radial flow regime,
followed bry a downward dip due to the gas injectbn, anotlrer downward dip due to the dual porosity storirtivity and finally
pseudomdbl floi^r due to the pressure transient reaching the boundary. The negawe or cbse to negative pressure
derivative observed in the first downward is due to the high compressibitty nature of steam. The presence of steam
injection and the dral porosrty may mask other flow regimes in the model and further test designs couH be constructed in

the frrture to further study the pressure trarEient behavior of a horizontal steam injection we[ in a rEturally ft'actured
reservo ir:

FrJlTeS

Titlc: Investbation on bbmass briquette from Cerberamanghas waste twigs as renewable energy source

Asthor (s): Wifiyanto Anggono, Fandi D. Suprianto, Sutrisno, Gabriel ], Gotama, lovian Evander and Andreas W. lGsrun

Abstract: Indonesia is a tropical nation and has numerous assortments of phnts. However, it has mt been utilzed perfuctly as
assets. One ofthe plants that are fi'equently seen in the group b Ceberamanghas. Cerberamanghas b known as one of
the trees that have strong roots in thb way it is generally utilized for greening in Su'abaya, Af,hough useful to be a shading
tree and to decrease ak contamination in urban regiors, squander from the twigs of thb phnt tums irto a sgnificant bsue
forthe cleanliness of the city. The waste tom the fdlling twils can possbly be utilized as a strong candijate as briquettes
when handled fittingly. This study intends to research the capability of waste Cerbemmanghas twigs to be utilized as
bbmass briq{.tettes and abo to assess the properties of the kiquettes. The pmximate and ultimate analysb examination
were conducted to obtain the property of the briquettes. Furthermore, the impact of tapbca to the calorific value of the
biomass brEuettes was also obtained. Cahrific vakres of five Herds with different tapioca mixtures ol LOo/o,2oo/o,3oo/o,
4oo/o, and 50o/o were assessed utiking an oxygen bomb calorimeter The outcomes dernonstrated that the tiomass
brlluettes made of waste Cerberamanghas twigs can be made by utilizing tapioca as a binder: The more prominent the
rate of the mass of tapbca in the briquettes, tfrc bwer calorific value produced. Bbmass brhuettes made of waste
Cerberamanghas twigs can be made. irto a welbpring of manageable energy with the ijeal mixtures of 909o
Cerbemmanghas waste twigs and 10o/o tapbca.

Full Tes

Titb: Design and imphmentatbn of embedded vbion based tracking system for multiple objects using FPGA-SoC

Author (s): saif N, Ismail, Muataz H. salih and wahab Y

Abstract: An impbmerted vbion based tracking system has become an important applicatbn of embedded in the fieH of vision and
streets surveillance systems in the field of public security. That b why many of researchers have been suggested different
embedded vbion trdcking approaches. Thb project addressing a significant issue namely multDle objects trdcking. One of
signincant problems that are faced the researchers b multiple objects tracking which is addressed in thb project. Therefore,
thb project b designing and implementing an embedded vision based for mukiple object (color) tracking system using
FPGA-SoC. The proposed method has adopted a passive tracking visbn system based on phtform DE1-SoC and D5M
camera, As a result of our project is can be tracking dbtance of multiple objects (colors) was reached up to 30 meter for
sized 15x15 cm object shape.
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Diminbhed complexity genetic algorithm aided and radhl basb function assisted multi user detectbn for synchronous
CDMA

Yeswanth Chowdary Malladi, Phaneendhm Madala, Ravikumar Chirthaginjah and lGlapraveen Bagadi

Radial Basb Function (RBF) Network ailed Muti User Detection (MUD) plans are fit for ilentifuing the got signal of all
clients, regardless ofttle possibility that the channel yieH states are straightly non-dbtinct. In any case, their many-sided
quality may end up noticeably intemperdte whkh renders their genuine exectrtion irreaHic, with the exce*ion of when the
quantity of clients b brr, In thb commitment a novel lessened multihceted nature Radial Basb Function Network aided
Multi User Detectbn (RBFNMUD) b created, which conjures Genetic Algorithms [GAs] for decreasing the quantity of RBFN-
MUD focuses, Our PC recreatiorE demonstrated that GAs b aue to do extensively diminbhing the intricacy forced at the
cost of a slight execution corruption.
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Titlel A review of Reversible Data Hiling technQue based on steganography

Author (s): K. upendra Raju and N. Amutha Prabha
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AbstBct: Thb paper describes the concept of Reversible Data Hiling (RDH) method b based on stegamgraphy. Recertly more
attentbn b pail to RDH in encrypted image. Genemlly when a secured /confldenthl data b transmitted over an insecure
channel, loss in data occurs. To secure the data, encrypt the wmp data and embed b secret data into cover medh, Since
RDH rrnnages the outstanding secured property, the original picture can be recovered without any loss. In thb suwey
papet differert RDH methods are analyzed. All the existing rnethods in RDH have some limitations. In \hcating Room after
EncryEion method, during data extraction or image rstoration, sorte errors occurs and h vacating Room previous to
Encryption b easy for the data hiJer to reversibly embed the data in the encrypted image but highly complex in retrieval of
the irnage. Cryptogrdphy b abo used to maintain the securlty. Many researchers find ditrculty h attaining the cover image
and therefore differert methods imphmented for thb b elaborated in the survey based on the fieH of steganography,
Reversible Data HiCing.
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Titl€: Stream fiow anafsis for small hydropower system based on run-of-river schemes

AutlEr (s)r M. Razi, M. A. yrEufi, K. A. zakarcand A. putrd

Abstract: Studies in renewable recently had captured the attertion of the researcher due to benefts to environmental and green
application. In Malaysia, renewabh energy based on hydm especiatry in small hydropower system based on run-of-river
schemes are less imphmented even though there are abundant numbers of potenthl site that can be exploited. Small
hydropower system generates energy ftom flowing of water therefore, the availdbility study of the stream flow b
necessary to contribute to the success of the project. Probability distributbn function comparison between GEV, Gumbel
and Weibull will be used in thb study to find the best ft probability distrbution for the stream fiow data that are obtained
forthe whole year of 2016. Monte Carb sknulation wifl be act as a tool to validate the dbtribution applied torthe stream
flow data ob,tained. GEV, Gumbel ard Welbuf, dbtributbn furEtion were chose due to its capabiky to cater the extreme
events occun€d in the stream fuw. From the result, both stream flow and simuhtion of Monte Carb leads to same types
of distrfliltbn that b suitable to be used in descrbing the events whkh b GEV dbtribution functbn.

EullE*

Tiitb3 Tamil character reco$ftion using Android mobile phone

Author (s): K. Jayasakthi Veknunrgan and M. A. Dorairangaswamy

Abstract: Tamil Text detectbn in natural s€ene pkture b an impotant requirement for many content-based image analysis Gsks. I
propose an accurate and robust method for detecting Tamil texts h natural scene pictures. A fast and effective pruning
algorithm b desBned to extract Maxirnally Stable Extreme Regbns (MSERS) as character candilates uslng the strategy of
minl-nizing rcgularized variations, Character candilates are merged into text candilates by the single $nk clustering
algorithm, where distarre weights and clustering threshold are leamed automaticaly by a novel setf-training distance
metrk leaming algorthm. The posterior probabilities of text candiJates correspondhg to non-text are estinated wth a
character chssifier; text candidates with high non-text probabilitkN are etrminated and texts are ilentified with a text
chssifur. h thb application the documerts wfll be scanned as imag€s and once the image b scanned the data tom the
ilnagp b extracted automatbaly and wifl be shown in the app$catbn as text. Then the text message b given to the
trarshtor tool whkh wifl convert the Tamil text into Englbh Text rEssage,

Full Text

Title: Design of a microscopy lnages fusion and classification apdicatbn

Author (s): lose Salgado Patron, Diego Sendoya-Losada and Johan luBan Mokra Mosquera

Abstract: tr was made an apdkation for automatic mbroscopy image ftrsirn and subsequent chssificatbn of the celb fuund there.
Thb application allows the entry of a sequerre of images tlEt you want to merge to okain a hrge field of vbw with the
characterbtics of each of its component ilnages, Similarly, the Myelogram cbssification can be made, that was th€ type of
sample acquired in thb process and whth were obtained four sets of pattems. For ap$icatbn development we used
Matlab GUI tool for creating a graphkal envimnment which alhwed carrying out the process of merging, sorting, editing
and managing results.
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Title: Effect of skew angle on structural behavbr of RC ribbed skew sbb

Author (s): M. S. Hora

Abstract: The presert research deals with parametric study of RC un-stiffened and ribbed skew shbs (stiffened by rib beams) with
skew angles mngirg fom 20o to 50o in hterval of 50. The analyses are carried out fur un-stiffened and ribbed skew shbs
having two skrrt edges simdy supported and two brg edges ftee. Total 14 cases are analyzed for un-stiffened and ribbed
skew slabs by creatkg modeb in ANSYS software. The comparison of results b made with respect to displacements,
bendhg rnoments, twisthg rnoments, von-Mises str€ss, bendng stresses and shear stresses.
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Title: Dimensional accumcy and surface mughness of part fuatures manufactured by open source 3D printer

Asthor (s): F. R Ram[, M. s. M. Eaudzie, yl. R. Alkahan, M. N. srrdin, M, A. Abdulhh, s. Mat and s. N. Khalil

Abstract: Thb paper investigatG the effectiveness and accuracy of open source 3D printer of Mendel Max and Kossel Mini that used
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produced W bth rmchines wing variatbn FFF&Emetets of byer hebht and hfll densitlt In addtbn, the rnterial of FFF
was varied between PIA and ABS for each test, The dimensional accuracy of the paft featurqs were measured by the
nomirEl dimensbn of the part using Profile Projector DS600. In add'rtion, TR2o0roughness tester was used to measure the
surhce roughness. The rcsult shows that for dimensional accuracy results, Mendel Max frrachine has a lower deviation
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ABSTRACT
lndonesia is a tropical nation that has numerous assortments of plants. However, these resources have not been

utilized perfectly as assets. One of the plants that are frequently seen in Indonesia is Cerberamanghas. Cerberamanghas is
known as one of the trees that have strong roots and it is generally tttilized. for greening in Surabaya. Although used as

shading trees and to decrease air contamination in urban regions, squanders from the twigs of this plant turrr into a
significant issue for the cleanliness of the city. To tackle this problem, the waste from the falling twigs can be utilized as

briquettes when handled well. This study intended to research the capability of Cerberamanghas twigs wastes to be
utilized as biomass briquettes and also to assess the properties of the briquettes. The proximate and ultimate analysis
examinations were conducted to obtain the property of the briquettes. The influence of tapioca percentage in briquette to
the calorific value of the biomass briquettes was also obtained in this study. Calorific values of five blends with different
tapioca mixtures of 107o,20Vo,30Vo, 4OVo, and 50Vo were assessed by using oxygen bomb calorimeter. The outcomes of
the study suggest that the biomass briquettes made of waste Cerberarnanghas twigs can be made try utilizing tapioca as a
binder. The more prominent the rate of the mass of tapioca in the briquettes, the lower calorific value obtained in briquette.
Biomass briquettes made of waste Cerberamanghas twigs can be made into a source of manageable energy with the ideal
mixtures of 90Vo Cerberamanghas waste twigs and llVo tapioca.

Keyvords: Ce rbe ramanghas, biomass, twig, briquette, sustainable energy.
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l.INTRODUCTION
The shifting of energy source from non-

renewable to renewable becomes eminent nowadays.
While non-renewable fuels do exist in some great number,
it will only take some years before it becomes scarce and
even longer to recuperate from the energy crisis derived
from its exploitation. This energy emergency happens due
to the development in fuel utilization rate and populace
components. Other than sparing this non-sustainable
power sources, the look for new option energy is expected
to satisfy the human needs.

Biomass is the most well-known type of
sustainable power source and generally utilized as a part of
the third world. The cases of biomass fuel are, for
example, biodiesel, biogas, hofiicultural waste.and so on.
The resources of biomass can be created from farming
products and build-ups, ranger service harvests and
deposits, ocean weeds and green growth, creature deposits,
modern build-ups, metropolitan strong waste and sewage

[1]. Biomass is a viable option for solving energy crisis
from its advancement for substitute of petroleum energy
source. Biomass likewise ends up plainly famous these
days. An analysis about bioenergy demonstrates that
bioenergy has apotential as a viable energy source and the
use of biomass additionally rise now and agun [2-6].

lndonesia is one of the nation that has numerous

to create biomass elective energy utilizing rural waste.
Because of the lndonesian goveroment become
environmentally viable arrangements, each city in
lndonesia ought to plant more trees to limit a worldwide
temperature alteration and counter the emanation of
vehicle.

Figure-l. City Park w.ith Cerberamanghas,

assets of energy, for example, oil, and coal. Indonesia Surabaya, Indonesia'

winds up noticeably as a high coal exporter in 2014.
Moreover, tndonesia is one of agrarian nation which was Trees are the primary component in the city stop

displayed from the 70Va from 186 million hectares is and they are valuable in enhancing the air quality in
utilized to farming part t7l. This condition gives a chance thickly populated urban areas, for example, City Park with

Cerberamanghas, Swabaya, Indonesia as appeared in

[.'
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Figure-l. Then again, planting countless plants causes a
great deal of waste twigs. Government and numerous
groups in Surabaya are confronting difficult issue with the
$trong waste twigs (Cerberamanghas) transfer issue and
extensive endeavours are being made to decrease the
amounts of wastes.

These waste twigs of Cerberamanghas can be
utilized as a viable energy source through the correct
procedure. Beforehand, there'was a trial with respect to
biodiesel creation from Cerberamanghas and it
demonstrates that Cerberamanghas has potential as energy
source [8]. Biomass fuel can be delivered from waste item

[9-L2,I37, for example, almond twigs,_sawdust and coco
peat, rice husk, sugar stick twigs and rice straw.

Briquetting is one method to utilize the from biomass
energy created from waste item. Substances found in
Cerberamanghas twigs are, for example, p-
hydroxybenzaldehyde, benzamine, n-hexadecane corrosive
monoglyceride, loliolide, p-sitosterol, cerberin, neriifolin,
cerleaside A, daucosterol. Ce rbe ramang has twigs contain
some synthetic synthesis that might be harmful to living
animal, for example, human and creature which guarantee
us that Cerheramanghas is a non-edible plant [4]. The
non-edibility of Cerbera manghas will ensure its
utilization will not jeopardize the food stock available for
human consumption. In utilizing Cerbera manghas as

renewable fuel source, it is critical to explore the major
properties of biomass briquettes made of waste
Cerberamangfta.s twigs, such as, proximate and ultimate
analyses, calorific value and the impact of tapioca
percentage as a cover material for briquette.

2. EXPERIMENTALMETHOD
The waste materials used in this study are the

fallen twigs of Cerberamanghas, because falling twigs
indicate that they are old and begin to dry. Once collected,
the twigs must be sun dried for three days. Biomass
briquettes were made by crushing dried waste twigs of
Cerberamang&cs as shown in Figure-2, mixing them with
tapioca flour as a binder material and compacting the
mixture under pressure.

The measurement of calorific value of the
triomass briquette from wa.ste twigs Cerberamanghas was
conducted using. a 1341 Plain Jacket oxygen bomb
calorimeter Parr Instrument at various composition of
Pterocarpusindicus leaves waste. Initially, l00%o

Cerberamanghas twigs and l00%o tapioca as binder
material have been measured. All experiments in this
paper were performed with mixtures of various tapioca as

a binder material from 107a (907o composition of
Cerberamangla,s''"twigs) to 50Vo (507o composition of
Ce rbe ramang has twigs).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on the experimental investigation using an

oxygen bomb calorimeter, the calorific value of 1007o

Cerberamanghas twigs (dry basis)was 4790 KcaUKg and

the calorific value of IAAVa lapioca as a binder material
was 3574.47 KcallKg. The calorific value of biomass
briquette from waste twigs Cerbera manghas at various
composition mixtures are shown in Table 1 and a

summary of the results from calorific value of Cerbera
manghas-tapioca mixtures at various composition are

shown Figure-3.

Table-l, Calorific value of dry basis biomass briquette
from waste twrgs Cerberamanghasat various composition.

Biomass briquette composition
Calorific value

(KcaUKg)

90Vo Cerbera manghas waste
twigs and lAVo hpioca mixtures

4628

80Vo Cerbera manghas waste
twigs md207o tapioca mixtures

4393

7 0Vo C e r b e r a man g hasw aste
twigs and 30Vo tapioca mixtures

4167

609o Cerbera manghas waste
twigs and40%o tapioca mixtures

3989

50Vo Cerbera manghas waste
twigs and507o tapioca mixfures

387 r

Figure-2. Crushed C erb eramang has twigs.
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Figure-3. Effect of bind"r rou*r* t the calorific vut,r" of
biomass briquette from waste twigs Cerberamanghas at

various composition.
The higher is the percentage of tapioca in

briquette, the lower the calorific value of the biomass
briquette derived from Cerberamanglza.s twigs. The
highest calorific value of the biomass briquette
Cerheramanghas twigs was the biomass briquette
obtained by utilizing 90Vo Cerberamanghas twigs-L07o
tapioca blends as appeared in Figure-3.The creation of
Cerberamanghas ard tapioca as cover material was done

using piston mold as seen in Figure-4. The 90Vo

Cerberamanghas-loVo tapioca blends appearance is given
in Figure-5. The molecule size of Cerberamanghas
briquette is 60 Mesh. ln the wake of squeezing procedure,
the briquette must pass through drying process. This
analysis utilizes room temperature to dry the briquette.

Figure-4. C e rbe raman ghas twigs briquette mold.

Figure-S. Cerberamanglra.s twigs briquette.

The reason 9AVo Cerberamanghas twigs-l0%a
tapioca blends gives the best calorific value is because

tapioca as abinder rnaterial decreases the calorific value of
the biomass briquette. The more prominent measure of
tapioca, the lower the caloriflc value of the biomass
briquette from Cerberamanghas twigs. This phenomenon
provides advantage in term of cost. The best briquette
composition, 901a Cerberamanghas twigs-lO7o tapioca
blendsrequires small cost to produce. This happened
because of thefact that Cerberamanghas twig is available
without cost and the tapioca as a fastener material needs to
tre purchased (the cost of tapioca in lndonesia around 0.5
USD/kg in September 2017). Thus, the higher the

Wrcentage of tapioca in the biomass briquette from waste
twigs Cerberamanghas the higher the cost of the
briquettes.

Tahle-2. Proximate analysis dry basis result of
Ce rberaman glza.s twigs briquettes.

The proximate investigation has been inspected
through a research centre test. The test utilizes some
ASTM institutionalization. The volatile matter was
analysed utilizing ASTM D3175-11. The ash conteot was
analysed utilizing ASTM D3174-12. Fixed carbon count
was analysed utilizing ASTM D 3172-13. The gross
calorific value was analyzed utilizing ASTM D 3172-13.
The proximate analysis d.y basis result of
Cerberamanghas twigs briquettes is shown in Table-2.

u:

,Z)

fi

Parameters Unit Value
Test

method

Volatile Matter 4owt 76.9
ASTMD
3t75-tt

Ash Content Vowl 4.9
ASTMD
3114-t2

Fixed Carbon Vowl t8.2
ASTM D
3172-13

Gross Calorific
Value

KcaUKg 4628
ASTM D
5865-13
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twigs briquettes,

Parameters Unit Value Test method

Carbon Towt 20.81 ASTM D 5373-14

Hydrogen Vovrt 2.67 ASTM D 5373-14

Nitrogen Towt 0.2s ASTM D 5313.L4

Sulphur Vowt 0.M ASTM D 5373-l4el

Oxygen ?ovrt L4.75 ASTM D 5373-15

www.arpnjournals.com

Table-3. Ultimate analysis result of Cerberamanghas

The ultimate analysis used .to investigate the

Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxygen, Nitrogen and Sulphur
concentration on Cerberamanghas twigs briquettes. The
examination of the ultimate analysis using ASTM D 5373-
14, ASTM D 5373-l4el and ASTM D 5373-15. The result
of ultimate analysis of Cerberamanghas twigs briquettes is
shown in Table-3.

Cerberamanghas twigs briquette has the highest
calorihc value compared to sawdust briquette, sugarcane
briquette, rice straw briquette and coconut coir briquette.
The calorific values of sawdust briquette, rice straw
briquette, sugarcane briquette and coconut coir briquette
are 4161.0898 kcal/kg, 3902.9637 kcaUkg, 3926.8642
kcaUkg and 4146 kcal,/kg,respectively tlz,l 5).

4. CONCLUSIONS
Biomass briquette from waste twigs

Cerberamanghas is a renewable energy source and tapioca
is a possible binder material on the biomass briquette
derived Cerberamanghas waste twigs. This study
discovered that the more prominent is the tapioca
percentage as a binder material, the lesser the calorific
value of the briquette and the higher the cost of producing
biomass briquette from waste twigs Cerberamanghas.T\e
biomass briquettes from waste twigs Cerberamanghas
utilizing 90Vo waste twigs Cerberamanghas and lAVo
tapioca was found as the ideal proportion.
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